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Human anatomy and physiology is a complex yet fascinating subject, and is perhaps one of the most personal subjects a student will encounter during his or her education. It is also a subject that can create concern for students because of the sheer volume of material, and the misconception that "it is all about memorization." The study of human anatomy and physiology really comes to life in the anatomy and physiology laboratory, where students get hands-on experience with human cadavers and bones, classroom models, preserved and fresh animal organs, histology slides of human tissues, and explore the process of scientific discovery through physiology experimentation. Yet, most students are at a loss regarding how to approach the anatomy and physiology laboratory. For example, students are often given numerous lists of structures to identify, histology slides to view, and wet labs to conduct, but are given comparatively little direction regarding how to recognize structures, or how to relate what they encounter in the laboratory to the material presented in the lecture. In addition, most laboratory manuals on the market contain little more than material repeated from anatomy and physiology textbooks, which provides no real benefit to a student.

This laboratory manual takes a very focused approach to the laboratory experience, and provides students with tools to make the subject matter more relevant to their own bodies and to the world around them. Rather than providing a recap of material from classroom lectures and the main textbook for the course, this laboratory manual is much more of an interactive workbook for students: a "how-to" guide to learning human anatomy and physiology through touch, dissection, observation, experimentation, and critical thinking exercises. Students are guided to formulate a hypothesis about each experiment before beginning physiology exercises. Diagrams direct students in how to perform experiments, and don’t just show the end results. The text is written in a friendly, conversational tone to put students at ease as they discover, organize, and understand the material presented in each chapter.

**Organization**

Because observation of histology slides, human cadavers or classroom models, and wet lab experiments are usually performed in separate physical spaces or at specific times within each laboratory classroom, chapters in this laboratory manual are similarly separated into three sections: Histology, Gross Anatomy, and Physiology. Each exercise within these chapter sections has been designed with the student’s actual experience in the anatomy and physiology laboratory in mind. Thus, each exercise covers only a single histology slide, classroom model, region of the human body, or wet lab experiment. At the same time, within-chapter "Concept Connection" and "Clinical View" boxes provide an opportunity to integrate the material from all three sections of each chapter. "Learning Strategies" boxes provide mnemonics, study tips, and other helpful hints to assist students in recall of pertinent information. In addition, "Can You Apply What You’ve Learned?" and "Can You Synthesize What You’ve Learned?" questions in Post-Laboratory Worksheets provide further opportunities for students to integrate the information and apply it to clinically relevant and practical situations. Organization of each chapter into a series of discreet exercises makes the laboratory manual easily customizable to any anatomy and physiology classroom, allowing an instructor to assign certain exercises, while telling students to ignore other exercises. Post-Laboratory Worksheets are also organized by exercise and are coded to Learning Objectives within the chapter, which makes it easy for an instructor to assign questions that relate only to the exercises and/or Learning Objectives covered in their classroom.

**Changes to the Second Edition**

*Anatomy & Physiology: An Integrative Approach Laboratory Manual*, second edition, continues to serve as a resource for students both in and out of the lab, providing a "how to" guide for learning anatomy and physiology. The interactive pages within serve as a stand-alone manual, while also complementing the textbook, McKinley/O’Loughlin/Bidle: *Anatomy & Physiology: An Integrative Approach*, second edition. Certain changes to the second edition of this lab manual have been applied throughout all chapters.

- Word origins have been added to tables, where relevant.
- Chapter opening pages now include a list of reference tables.
- Ph.I.L.S. exercises throughout the manual have been updated to correlate with Ph.I.L.S. Version 4.0, including new screen captures to illustrate the software.
- Pre-Laboratory Worksheets and Post-Laboratory Worksheets include a broader variety of question types.
- Drawing circles have been enlarged throughout to allow more space for student drawings.
- Tables have been reorganized to include headings and subheadings for ease of learning.
- Chapters 25 and 26 have been reordered so that the urinary system is presented prior to the digestive system, in alignment with the McKinley/O’Loughlin/Bidle textbook.
- Safety icons have been added throughout the manual to alert students to potential hazards in the lab.
- New content has been added in numerous places throughout the manual, including:
  - three new clinical case studies
  - four new BIOPAC exercises
  - seven additional new exercises
  - thirteen new Concept Connection boxes
  - thirty new Clinical View boxes
  - thirty new Learning Strategy boxes

**Changes by Chapter**

The following is a list of the most significant changes by chapter in the second edition of this lab manual.

**Chapter 1**

- New Learning Strategy on studying anatomy and physiology
- Safety icons emphasizing safe dissection techniques

**Chapter 2**

- New Figure 2.1 The Anatomic Position, Body Planes, and Directional Terms
- New Exercise 2.1B Sectioning a Specimen
- New Figure 2.3 Sections Through a Sheep Heart
Chapter 3
- New Figure 3.3 Loading a Microscope Slide
- Revised Figure 3.5 Estimating Specimen Size
- Revised Concept Connection on the structure and function of cells
- New Clinical View: Nail Fungus

Chapter 4
- Revised Exercise 4.2 Observing Mitosis in a Whitefish Embryo to include space for students to sketch the phases of mitosis
- Revised Figure 4.3 Classroom Model of a Generalized Animal Cell
- Revised Exercise 4.3 Observing Classroom Models of Cellular Anatomy to include space for students to sketch a generalized cell with organelles
- Moved Exercise 4.6 Ph.I.L.S. Lesson 1: Osmosis and Diffusion: Varying Extracellular Concentration to immediately follow laboratory exercises on osmosis and diffusion
- New Learning Strategy on active and passive transport mechanisms

Chapter 5
- New Clinical View: Histopathology
- New Table 5.1 Classification of Epithelial Tissue by Number of Cell Layers
- New Learning Strategy on identifying a histological slide of pseudostratified ciliated columnar epithelial tissue

Chapter 6
- New Exercise 6.2 Fingerprinting
- New Clinical View: Fingerprinting
- Revised Figure 6.11 Classroom Model of the Integument
- New Concept Connection on apocrine sweat glands

Chapter 7
- Revised Concept Connection on bone density to include the influence of pregnancy on calcium deposition
- New Learning Strategy on the zones of the epiphyseal plate and bone growth
- New Concept Connection on the influence of hormones on bone formation
- Revised Clinical View: Bones and Mechanical Stress to include quadriplegics and their struggle with bone density loss due to a lack of stress and loading

Chapter 8
- New introductory text on bone markings
- New Table 8.1 Bone Markings
- New Learning Strategy on relating skeletal structure to function
- New Learning Strategy on the word origins of bones and bone markings
- Revised Table 8.2 The Axial Skeleton: Skull Bones and Important Bony Landmarks to include word origins
- Revised Table 8.3 The Axial Skeleton: Anterior View of the Skull to include word origins
- New Learning Strategy on visualizing structures as they travel through the foramina of the skull

Chapter 9
- Revised Figure 8.12 The Hyoid Bone
- Revised Table 8.4 The Axial Skeleton: Vertebral Column to include word origins
- New Learning Strategy on learning the number of vertebrae in each region of the vertebral column
- Replaced Clinical View: Spina Bifida with new Clinical View: Spondylolisthesis
- New Concept Connection on the atlas and axis
- New Learning Strategy on identifying vertebrae from each region of the vertebral column
- Revised Table 8.5 The Axial Skeleton: Sternum and Ribs to include word origins
- Revised Figure 8.23 A Typical Rib

Chapter 10
- Revised introduction to more clearly explain joint classification
- Reorganized Exercise 10.1 Fibrous Joints to be consistent with Table 10.2 Classification of Fibrous Joints
- Revised Table 10.4 Components of Synovial Joints to include most relevant terms
- Revised Exercise 10.4 Classification of Synovial Joints to include more detailed description of each type of synovial joint
- New Learning Strategy on distinguishing synchondroses and synovial joints
- New Learning Strategy on the structural classification of synovial joints
- New Clinical View: Bursitis
- Revised Concept Connection on movement of synovial joints to include the relationship between mobility and stability in a synovial joint
- New Clinical View: Low Back Pain

Chapter 11
- Revised introduction to more concisely summarize the muscular system and chapter organization
- New Concept Connection on comparing the three types of muscle tissue
- New Clinical View: Muscular Dystrophies
Chapter 12
- Reorganized Exercise 12.1 Muscles of Facial Expression
- New Concept Connection on the facial nerves
- Moved Exercise 12.3 Extrinsic Eye Muscles to Chapter 18
- New Clinical View: Dysphagia
- New Concept Connection on pulmonary ventilation
- New Learning Strategy on learning the external and internal oblique muscles
- New Clinical View: Athletic Pubalgia

Chapter 13
- Revised Gross Anatomy introductory text: Muscles That Act About the Pectoral Girdle/Glenohumeral Joint
- Revised Table 13.1: Muscles That Act About the Pectoral Girdle
- Revised Exercise 13.1: Muscles That Act About the Pectoral Girdle/Glenohumeral Joint to include Exercise 13.1A: Muscles That Act About the Pectoral Girdle and Exercise 13.1B: Muscles That Act About the Glenohumeral Joint
- New Clinical View: Winged Scapula
- Revised Table 13.2: Muscles That Act About the Glenohumeral Joint
- New Learning Strategy for remembering muscles in the forearm
- Reorganized Table 13.6: Posterior (Extensor) Compartment of the Forearm
- Revised Gross Anatomy introductory text: Muscles That Act About the Hip Joint/Thigh
- New Learning Strategy to remember muscles in medial compartment of the thigh
- Revised Table 13.8: Muscles That Act About the Hip Joint/Thigh
- Revised Exercise 13.10: Anterior Compartment of the Hip Joint
- Revised Table 13.9: Anterior Compartment of the Thigh
- New Table 13.10: Posterior Compartment of the Thigh
- New Clinical View: Graciloplasty

Chapter 14
- New Concept Connection on somatic motor neurons
- New Concept Connection on the excitability and conductivity of nervous tissue
- Revised Table 14.3 Glial Cells to include headings for the central nervous system and peripheral nervous system
- New Clinical View: Peripheral Nerve Injury
- New Learning Strategy on membrane potential

Chapter 15
- New Clinical View: Meningiomas
- New Exercise 15.3 Circulation of Cerebrospinal Fluid (CSF)
- New Figure 15.5 Cerebrospinal Fluid (CSF) Production and Circulation
- Reorganized Table 15.3 Brain Structures Visible in Superficial Views of Whole or Sagittally Sectioned Brains
- New Clinical View: Vasovagal Syncope
- New Clinical View: Cranial Nerve Assessment
- New Exercise 15.11 BIOPAC Electroencephalography (EEG), and corresponding figures for experiment setup and data collection

Chapter 16
- Chapter renamed The Spinal Cord, Spinal Nerves, and Reflexes
- Revised Table 16.1 Regional Characteristics of the Spinal Cord to include word origins
- Reorganized Table 16.2 Histology of the Spinal Cord in Cross Section
- Reorganized Table 16.5 Major Nerves of the Brachial Plexus
- Revised Exercise 16.5 The Lumbar and Sacral Plexuses
- Reorganized original Table 16.6 into Table 16.6 Major Nerves of the Lumbar Plexus and Table 16.7 Major Nerves of the Sacral Plexus
- New Gross Anatomy section on somatic reflexes
- New Exercise 16.6 Identifying Components of a Reflex on a Classroom Model (moved from chapter 17)
- New section on Reflex Physiology
- New Exercise 16.7 Patellar Reflex (moved from chapter 17)
- New Clinical View: Babinski Reflex (moved from chapter 17)
- New Exercise 16.8 Withdrawal and Crossed-Extensor Reflex
- New Exercise 16.9 Plantar Reflex (moved from chapter 17)

Chapter 17
- Chapter renamed The Autonomic Nervous System
- New Learning Strategy on the two divisions of the autonomic nervous system
- Revised introductory text for the Gross Anatomy of the Autonomic Nervous System
- Revised Figure 17.2 Overview of the Parasympathetic Division of the ANS
- New Clinical View: Pheochromocytoma
- New Exercise 17.4 BIOPAC Galvanic Skin Response, and corresponding figures for experiment setup and data collection

Chapter 18
- Revised Table 18.2 Cells Associated with Taste Buds to include word origins
- New Concept Connection on olfaction and the ethmoid bone
- Revised Figure 18.10 Skin
- Revised Exercise 18.8 Gross Anatomy of the Eye to include Exercise 18.8A Accessory Structures of the Eye and Exercise 18.8B Internal Structures of the Eye
- Revised Figure 18.11 Accessory Structures of the Eye (a) Classroom model
- Revised Figure 18.12 Classroom Model of the Internal Eye
- New Exercise 18.9 Extrinsic Eye Muscles (moved from Chapter 12)
New Learning Strategy on remembering extrinsic eye muscle innervation
Revised Figure 18.13 Extrinsic Eye Muscles
New Clinical View: Pressure Changes in the Middle Ear
New Exercise 18.17D Color Blindness
Reorganized Exercise 18.18 Hearing Tests and Exercise 18.19 Equilibrium Tests

Chapter 19
New Learning Strategy on hormones secreted by the anterior pituitary gland
New Concept Connection on hormones secreted by the pituitary gland
Revised Figure 19.6 Adrenal Glands
New Clinical View: Anabolic Steroids
New Exercise 19.8 A Clinical Case in Endocrine Physiology

Chapter 20
Reoriented Table 20.3 Leukocyte Characteristics for better readability
Revised Blood Diagnostic Tests to provide introductory text with each physiology exercise
Revised Figure 20.6 Separation of a Whole Blood Sample by Centrifugation
New Table 20.4 Normal Ranges for Laboratory Blood Tests
New Learning Strategy for learning the relative abundance of leukocytes in the blood
New Clinical View: Blood Type Abundance
New Exercise 20.10 Determination of Blood Glucose
New Figure 20.12 Blood Glucose Testing
New Clinical View: Hemoglobin A1c (Glycated Hemoglobin)

Chapter 21
Revised Exercise 21.3 Location of the Heart and the Pericardium
New Learning Strategy on remembering the atrioventricular valves on the right versus the left side of the heart
Reorganized Table 21.3 Arterial Supply to the Heart
New Clinical View: Myocardial Infarction
New Exercise 21.9 Electrocardiography Using Standard ECG Apparatus
New Figure 21.19 Interpreting an ECG Tracing
New Exercise 21.10 BIOPAC Lesson 5: Electrocardiography I, and corresponding figures for experiment setup and data collection

Chapter 22
New Concept Connection on endothelium
New Clinical View: Great Saphenous Vein and Varicose Veins
New Clinical View: Atherosclerosis in the Internal Carotid Artery
Revised Figure 22.11 Circulation to the Thoracic and Abdominal Walls
New Clinical View: Cardiac Catheterization via the Femoral Artery

Chapter 23
Reorganized the order of chapter topics and exercises: thymus, lymph nodes, and the spleen
New Clinical View: Appendicitis

Chapter 24
New Learning Strategy on structure and function of the trachea
New Clinical View: Tuberculosis
New Learning Strategy to remember the lobes of the right versus the left lung
Revised Exercise 24.12 Pulmonary Function Tests to include Exercise 24.12A Wet Spirometry and Exercise 24.12B BIOPAC Lesson 12: Pulmonary Function Tests

Chapter 25
Reorganized Table 25.1 Histological Features of the Kidney to include headings and subheadings
New Clinical View: Glomerulonephritis

Chapter 26
New Learning Strategy on distinguishing between gastric pits and gastric glands
New Learning Strategy on distinguishing the three parts of the small intestine
Revised Figure 26.5 The Small Intestine
New Learning Strategy on histology of the pancreas
New Exercise 26.8 Overview of the GI Tract
New Figure 26.10 Overview of the Digestive System
Reorganized Table 26.6 Gross Anatomic Regions and Features Associated with the Stomach
Revised Figure 26.12 Classroom Model of the Stomach
Reorganized Table 26.7 Gross Anatomic Features of the Liver, Gallbladder, Pancreas, and Their Associated Ducts
Reorganized Table 26.9 The Cecum, Large Intestine, Rectum, and Anus
New Figure 26.17 The Cecum, Large Intestine, and Rectum
Revised Learning Strategy to a Concept Connection on motility in the GI tract
New Exercise 26.15 A Clinical Case Study in Digestive Physiology

Chapter 27
New Learning Strategy on recognizing follicles in various developmental stages
Reorganized Table 27.4 Components of the Uterine Tube
Reorganized Table 27.5 Phases of the Menstrual Cycle
New Clinical View: Erectile Dysfunction
New Concept Connection on lactation
Revised Table 27.14 Pre-Embryonic Period
Revised Table 27.15 Stages of Embryonic Development
The Eckel/Ross/Bidle: Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual works well as a complement to the McKinley/O’Loughlin/Bidle: Anatomy & Physiology: An Integrative Approach textbook, or to accompany any other anatomy and physiology text. Each chapter opener includes an outline that lists a set of learning objectives for the chapter.

- A chapter introduction opens with a real-life scenario that emphasizes the section of the body covered in the chapter, to connect the anatomy of our bodies with the physiology that helps us to perform day-to-day activities.

- The laboratory manual exhibits the highest-quality photographs and illustrations of any laboratory manual on the market.

**Features**

Introduction opens with a real-life scenario that emphasizes the section of the body covered in the chapter, to connect the anatomy of our bodies with the physiology that helps us to perform day-to-day activities.

The laboratory manual exhibits the highest-quality photographs and illustrations of any laboratory manual on the market.
The content of the laboratory manual is informed by the textbook, and both the textbook and the laboratory manual share similar pedagogic elements: Concept Connection, Learning Strategy, and Clinical View features from the text are also employed in the laboratory manual.

- **Integrate: Concept Connection** boxes draw concepts from the classroom into the laboratory for a real-time review of how previously covered concepts relate to body systems.
- **Integrate: Learning Strategy** boxes offer tried-and-tested learning strategies that consist of everyday analogies, mnemonics, and useful tips to aid understanding and memory.
- **Integrate: Clinical View** sidebars reinforce facts through a clinical discussion of what happens when the body doesn’t perform normally.

---

**Concept Connection**

Recall that the gray matter of the spinal cord contains primarily neuron cell bodies, dendrites, and unmyelinated axons. In addition, gray matter also contains various types of neurons (e.g., motor neurons, somatic sensory neurons), which are typically confined within a defined area of the gray matter. Motorsom somatic motor neurons become “excited” within the anterior horn of gray matter within the spinal cord, and its axon exits the central nervous system through the anterior root. It then joins a spinal nerve and ultimately travels to individual muscle fibers within a skeletal muscle. An action potential traveling along a somatic motor neuron will excite the muscle fibers, causing an increase in force in the thoracic autonomic e system by lateral rotation of the thigh is stronger than the gluteus medius and gluteus minimus muscles (which are responsible for medial rotation of the thigh).

---

**Learning Strategy**

To identify superficial muscles and tendons, place your left palm on the medial epicondyle of your right humerus. In this position, the order of the muscles on your right forearm, from lateral to medial, is:

1. Index finger—pronator teres (PT)
2. Middle finger—flexor carpi radialis (FCR)
3. Ring finger—flexor digitorum superficialis (FLS)
4. Pinky finger—flexor carpi ulnaris (FCU)
5. Palmaris longus (PL)
6. Pronator teres (PT)
7. Flexor digitorum profundus (FDP)
8. Flexor carpi ulnaris (FCU)
9. Flexor carpi radialis (FCR)
10. Palmaris longus (PL)

---

**Clinical View**

The piriformis muscle is a “pear-shaped” muscle that lies in close proximity to important structures within the gluteal region, such as the sciatic nerve, and the gluteal arteries and nerves. Piriformis syndrome is a painful condition that results from inflammation or overuse of the piriformis muscle. The incidence of piriformis syndrome is relatively common in athletes such as runners and cyclists, who may develop an imbalance in the strength of the piriformis muscle as compared to the gluteal muscles. Specifically, the syndrome occurs when the piriformis muscle (which laterally rotates the thigh) is stronger than the gluteus medius and gluteus minimus muscles (which are responsible for medial rotation of the thigh).

As the piriformis muscle becomes inflamed or experiences spasms, it may also compress the underlying sciatic nerve, resulting in sciatica. Sciatica is a tingling, painful, or even numbing sensation that travels down the path of the sciatic nerve. Patients complain of shooting pain that runs from the gluteal region down the lateral aspect of the thigh, and toward the leg. Often the pain may be exacerbated when the body is held in certain positions, such as prolonged sitting or standing. The symptoms of piriformis syndrome can be reduced with the administration of anti-inflammatory drugs and through stretching exercises.

---

**Pre-Laboratory Worksheets** at the start of each chapter consist of important refresher points to provide students with a “warm-up” before entering the laboratory classroom. Some questions pertain to previous activities that are relevant to upcoming exercises, while others are basic questions that students should be able to answer if they have read the chapter from their lecture text before coming into the laboratory classroom. The goal of completing these worksheets is to have students arrive at the laboratory prepared to deal with the material they will be covering, so valuable laboratory time isn’t lost in reviewing necessary information. All Pre-Laboratory Worksheet questions are assignable within Connect.
In-chapter activities offer a mixture of labeling exercises, sketching activities, table completion exercises, data recording and analysis, palpation of surface anatomy, and other sources of learning. In the gross anatomy exercises of this manual, structures such as cranial bones and muscles of the body are not always presented as labeled photos, since students already have labeled photos provided in their anatomy and physiology textbook. Instead, images are presented as labeling activities with a checklist of structures. The checklists serve two purposes: (1) they guide students to items they should be able to identify on classroom models, fresh specimens, or cadavers (if the laboratory uses human cadavers), and (2) they double as a list of terms students can use to complete the labeling activities. Answers to the labeling activities are provided in the Appendix. Thus, if a student does not know what a leader line is pointing to, or cannot remember the correct term, the Appendix serves as a resource for locating the correct answer.

Anatomy & Physiology Revealed® (APR) correlations, indicated by the APR logo, direct students to related content in this cutting-edge software.

Each chapter contains numerous tables, which concisely summarize critical information and key structures and serve as important points of reference while in the laboratory classroom. Most tables contain a column that provides word origins for each structure listed within the table. These word origins are intended to give students continual exposure to the origins of the language of anatomy and physiology, which is critical for learning and retention.

Numerous Physiology Interactive Lab Simulations® (Ph.I.L.S.) 4.0 exercises throughout the laboratory manual make otherwise difficult and expensive experiments a breeze, and offer additional opportunities to aid student understanding of physiology.

BIOIPAC® exercises are included in chapters 11, 15, 17, 21, 22, and 24.

Post-Laboratory Worksheets at the end of each chapter serve as a review of the materials just covered, and challenge students to apply knowledge gained in the laboratory. The Post-Laboratory Worksheets contain in-depth critical thinking question types, and are perforated so they can be torn out and handed in to the instructor, if so desired. Assessment questions are organized by exercise, and are keyed to the Learning Objectives from the chapter opener outline.

*Do You Know the Basics?* questions quiz students on the material they have just learned in the chapter, using a variety of question formats including labeling, table completion, matching exercises, and fill-in-the-blank.

*C an You Apply What You’ve Learned?* questions are often clinically oriented and expose health-sciences students to problem solving in clinical contexts.

*C an You Synthesize What You’ve Learned?* questions combine concepts learned in the chapter to ensure student understanding of each chapter’s objectives.
Teaching Supplements

Answers to the Pre-Laboratory and Post-Laboratory Worksheets can be found within the Instructor’s Manual for this Laboratory Manual within Connect, by accessing the McKinley/O’Loughlin/Bidle: Anatomy & Physiology, 2nd edition Instructor Resources. Image files for use in presentations and teaching materials are also provided for instructor use at this location.

Anatomy & Physiology Revealed®:
An Interactive Cadaver Dissection Experience

Available online at www.aprevealed.com, and as an APR application on Apple® and Android™ tablets, this amazing multimedia tool is designed to help students learn and review human anatomy using cadaver specimens. Detailed cadaver photographs blended with a state-of-the-art layering technique provide a uniquely interactive dissection experience. This easy-to-use program features the following sections:

- **Dissection**: Peel away layers of the human body to reveal the structures beneath the surface. Structures can be pinned and labeled, just as in a real dissection lab. Each labeled structure is accompanied by detailed information and an audio pronunciation. Dissection images can be captured and saved.

- **Animation**: Compelling animations demonstrate muscle action, clarify anatomical relationships, and explain difficult concepts.

- **Histology**: Labeled light micrographs presented with each body system allow students to study the cellular detail of tissues at their own pace.

- **Imaging**: Labeled X-ray, MRI, and CT images familiarize students with the appearance of key anatomical structures as seen through different medical imaging techniques.

- **Self-test**: Challenging exercises let students test their ability to identify anatomical structures in a timed practical exam format or with traditional multiple choice questions. A results page provides an analysis of test scores plus links back to all incorrectly identified structures for review.

- **Anatomy Terms**: This visual glossary of general terms includes directional and regional terms, as well as planes and terms of movement.

Instructors may customize APR 3.0 to their course by selecting the specific structures they require in their course, and APR 3.0 does the rest. Once the structure list is generated, APR highlights these selected structures for students. APR contains all the material covered in an A&P course, including these three new modules:

- **Body Orientation**
- **Cells and Chemistry**
- **Tissues**

APR is now available in two new versions!

Anatomy & Physiology Revealed | Cat® and Anatomy & Physiology Revealed | Fetal Pig® are online interactive cat dissection and fetal pig dissection experiences that use cat photos or fetal pig photos, combined with a layering technique that allows you to peel away layers to reveal structures beneath the surface. Both Anatomy & Physiology Revealed | Cat and Anatomy & Physiology Revealed | Fetal Pig offer animations, histologic and radiologic imaging, audio pronunciations, and comprehensive quizzing.
Physiology Interactive Lab Simulations© (Ph.I.L.S.) offers 42 lab simulations that may be used to supplement or substitute for wet labs. Users may adjust variables, view outcomes, make predictions, draw conclusions, and print lab reports.

McGraw-Hill LearnSmart Labs™
THE Virtual Lab Experience

Based on the same world-class super-adaptive technology as LearnSmart, McGraw-Hill’s LearnSmart Labs™ are must-see, outcomes-based lab simulations. LearnSmart Labs assess a student’s knowledge and adaptively correct deficiencies, allowing the student to learn faster and retain more knowledge with greater success.

First, a student’s knowledge is adaptively leveled on core learning outcomes: questioning reveals knowledge deficiencies that are corrected by the delivery of content that is conditional on a student’s response. Then, a simulated lab experience requires the student to think and act like a scientist: recording, interpreting, and analyzing data using simulated equipment found in labs and clinics. The student is allowed to make mistakes—a powerful part of the learning experience! A virtual coach provides subtle hints when needed, asks questions about the student’s choices, and allows the student to reflect upon and correct those mistakes. Whether your need is to overcome the logistical challenges of a traditional lab, provide better lab prep, improve student performance, or make your online experience one that rivals the real world, LearnSmart Labs accomplishes it all.
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